
Chapter 6

Post-facto program verification

The stimuli for concurrent computation are discussed in earlier chapters; it
is probably fair to assume that researchers who had already proposed for-
mal approaches to sequential programs saw concurrency as the next obvious
challenge. Additionally, Ed Ashcroft –whose contributions are explored in the
current chapter– o↵ers an important argument in [Ash75] that concurrency
could be the trigger to encourage wider use of formal ways of reasoning:

Parallel programming also requires a di↵erent type of reasoning; one can rely much
less on the “obvious”. Since such programs include operating systems, airline reser-
vation systems and the like, it is crucial that this reasoning be correct. Parallel
programs are di�cult to debug, and the “proof by test cases” approach is even
more unreliable than for sequential programs. The programmer’s confidence in his
program has to come from very careful analysis of possible situations.

Before getting into the technical proposals, a few words are in order about
the title of this chapter. A distinction that can be made between approaches
to reasoning about designs of systems is whether the process of justification is
part of the design process or, on the other hand, reasoning is undertaken after
code exists: “post-facto” verification. This di↵erence can be seen whether the
reasoning is more or less formal but it is crisper with formal reasoning.

Shorthand phrases that are often used for the two ways of working are
“top down” and “bottom up”. Chapter 2 explores the way in which some
approaches to reasoning about sequential programs are bottom up in the
sense that they are applied to (flowcharts of) programs that already exist
whilst other approaches are top down in the sense that the starting point
is a specification that is developed into an implementation with each step of
decomposition being verified before moving on to development of the required
sub components. As noted in Section 2.3, this stepwise verification process is
referred to by some authors as “posit and prove”: faced with a specification of
a component to be built, a developer proposes a decomposition into simpler
sub-components which are also specified. This step of development can then
be shown to achieve the given specification before development of the sub-
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6 Post-facto program verification 67

components is undertaken by the same process. The specifications of sub-
components form an interface in the development process.

To some extent, the bottom-up/top-down distinction is useful as a his-
torical axis.1 For sequential programs, Section 2.4.1 pinpoints exactly this
evolution in the transition from [Hoa69] to [Hoa71b]. A similar trend can
be detected in formal approaches to concurrency but it is also true that
the significance of the distinction has magnified over time (see, for exam-
ple, [Roe+01] where the split between compositional and non-compositional
methods is elevated to the title of the book).

To be e↵ective, a top-down development approach requires some notion
of compositionality and it is precisely this property that has been di�cult
to achieve in the presence of concurrency. The phrase “non-compositional”
could be construed to be negative but it is certainly the case that bottom-
up approaches underpin ways of producing software tools that can analyse
completed programs which can be designed without concerns such as compo-
sitionality. Tools that can o↵er “push-button” analysis of programs are par-
ticularly important for notations around Temporal Logics (see Chapter F).

Importantly for later developments, ideas from what appear to be the two
diametrically opposed approaches can be seen to cross fertilise. For example,
insights that evolve in top-down thinking o↵er abstractions that can be useful
targets in bottom-up analyses. Furthermore, it is useful to employ top-down
documentation even if the process of development did not record the abstrac-
tions. Such a hierarchical structure is essential if a reader is to understand a
complex artefact.

The current chapter traces a rather linear historical sequence of insights2

that appear to have been strongly influenced by the work of Floyd described
in Section 2.3.1. This influence is seen most strongly in Sections 6.1 and 6.2;
although the Owicki/Gries approach described in Section 6.3 benefits from
Hoare’s research, it still has a strong post-facto character. Before suspecting
that this step-by-step account is an over simplification of the history, the
reader should remember two things. Firstly, the community of researchers
probing formal methods for concurrency in the 1970s was relatively small.3

Secondly, there were other unrelated developments under way such as those
reported in Chapter F and Section 13.4. The reason for focussing in this chap-
ter on the particular string of developments in Sections 6.1–6.3 is precisely
that their insights do build up in a clear way.

1 This topic is returned to in Section 15.1.
2 An outline of the research covered in this chapter was presented at the 2021 History and

Philosophy and Computing conference and published as [Jon23].
3 As is indicated below, IFIP’s “Working Group” (WG2.3) provided an important discus-
sion arena for research on “Programming Methodology”: at various times, Brinch Hansen,
Broy, Burstall, Dahl, Dijkstra, Gries, Hoare, Lampson, Owicki, Reynolds, Schneider, Sint-
zo↵ and Wirth were members and/or attended meetings.
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6.1 Non-deterministic equivalents of concurrent
programs

Insight 13 on Page 43 recognises that shared-variable concurrency inevitably
results in non-determinacy. Ed Ashcroft and Zohar Manna make the step
to proposing that conclusions about concurrent programs should be drawn
via their expansion into non-deterministic sequential programs. The basic
idea is that concurrent threads give rise to non-deterministic interleavings of
the atomic steps of such threads. The key publication is [AM71b] which was
pre-printed as a Stanford AIMemo [AM70].

As stated in Section D.1.1, Manna obtained his PhD from CMU; his su-
pervisors were Floyd and Perlis. Manna moved to Stanford at the invita-
tion of John McCarthy in 1969. The strong link to Floyd’s work are evident
in [AM70].

Ed Ashcroft had done his PhD at University of London (UK) under the
supervision of John Florentin. The title of his thesis [Ash70] is Mathemati-
cal Logic Applied to the Semantics of Computer Programs.4 Among only 19
references, [Flo67] and five of Manna’s papers are cited — crucially for what
follows this includes [Man69a].5

6.1.1 The Ashcroft-Manna proposal

Following firmly in the style of [Man68b; Man69b], [AM70] is based on the
analysis of flowchart representations of extant programs; Hoare’s [Hoa69] is
only briefly cited and there is no attempt either to use Hoare-style judgements
nor to propose a top-down development process.

4 A quick scan of the thesis suggests it most closely follows a line of research initiated by
Rod Burstall in [Bur69]. The thesis is mathematically dense; a masterpiece in production
with triple subscripts and superscripts on identifiers (typist duly acknowledged); but has
no direct anticipation of the joint research with Manna.
5 Although Ashcroft’s thesis is dated 1970, Matthew Hennessy (private communication)
suggests that Ashcroft’s move to Stanford might have taken place prior to the actual
award of his doctorate. Hennessy’s PhD from Waterloo University was undertaken un-
der Ashcroft’s supervision. Hennessy’s contributions to process algebras are discussed in
Chapter 12.
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The key insight in [AM70]6 is that the execution of a collection of con-
current threads can be understood to be equivalent to the non-deterministic
merge of their atomic transitions. This means that reasoning about a con-
current program can be reduced to reasoning about all of the possible non-
deterministic –but sequential– executions.

Insight 19 A parallel program can be translated into an equivalent non-
deterministic program which has no parallelism. The expansion depends on
fixing which statements are to be executed atomically.

With hindsight, this insight might appear obvious now that researchers
have proposed ways to cope with the non-determinism — but it is key to
the development of subsequent research. In particular, it identifies why any
hope of using testing as a verification technique for concurrent programs is
doomed to failure: for non-trivial concurrent threads, the number of possible
interleavings is huge.

Manna had previously written in [Man69a] about non-deterministic pro-
grams and, if Ashcroft moved to Stanford only around the time his PhD was
submitted,7 it is quite possible that Manna had been thinking along these
lines since the date on [AM70] is February 1970. This observation is not
made to diminish Ashcroft’s contribution which can be seen clearly in the
description in Section 6.2 of his important sole-authored paper.

There are two important reservations about the approach in [AM70] even
as a bottom-up analysis technique. The drawback that is recognised –and, to
some extent, tackled– in the Ashcroft-Manna paper is the number of possible
interleavings of the statements in n concurrent threads: this is roughly the
product of the number of atomic steps in the threads and this rises alarmingly
especially with more than two threads.

6 The Stanford technical report is dated as February 1970. The published version [AM71b]
is contained in the proceedings volume Machine Intelligence 6 but the workshop almost
certainly took place in 1970 (the introduction to the proceedings is shown as December
1970). The di↵erences between the two documents do not a↵ect that points made in the
current book. The single largest change is the omission from the conference version of
Section 4 Examples of Proofs of Programs of [AM70]; Figures 13/15 of the earlier version are
also omitted. Figure numbers are di↵erent in the documents because of moving diagrams
into figures and combining figures into ones that have parts.
7 Checking details of Ashcroft’s move to North America has failed to yield a precise time
line. Dan Berry also points out (private communication) that Ashcroft could have moved
before the 1970 date on the final PhD document. It appears that he went to Stanford
around this time. Don Cowan (also private communication) who was the founding chair
of what became computing at Waterloo University, Canada reports having met Ashcroft
in Stanford in either 1970 or 1971 and persuading him to move to Waterloo. It looks as
though Ashcroft and Manna continued their collaboration after the move to Waterloo and
Richard Waldinger (private communication) remembers seeing Ashcroft in California after
the start of the time when he was on the Faculty at Waterloo.
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The question of what constitutes an atomic step is discussed less but is
actually crucial to the approach. The Ashcroft-Manna paper assumes that
both assignment statements and expression evaluation (e.g. in loop tests) are
executed without any interfering steps. Such atomicity assumptions bedevil
several approaches to reasoning about concurrency whether formally or infor-
mally.8 To see that this atomicity assumption cannot be the case in a realistic
programming language, consider:

x := y � y

This will only be guaranteed to set the variable x to zero if there is no
possibility that another thread can change the value of y between two accesses
to the variable.

6.1.2 Examples

It is however worth putting aside any reservations in order first to explore
the application of Insight 19. Two examples from [AM70] are considered
here; as in Manna’s earlier work, both are written using a rather restricted
set of programming constructs;9 and, as mentioned, the programs are given
as flowcharts whose basic constituents are assignments and tests. Concurrent
flowcharts contain “and” forks which indicate concurrency in that all forks
must be executed. In contrast “or” forks require that only one of the branches
is executed; the choice as to which branch is selected for execution is non-
deterministic. Proofs that the result of execution will be correct whichever
branch is chosen establish that the non-deterministic program is correct.

The simple example referred to as “Program 2” in [AM70] is reproduced
here in Fig. 6.1. The BEGIN /END block has two branches; in this case,
both have to be executed before the block is complete; the interleaving of
the assignments and tests between the two branches is arbitrary. Notice that
repetition is achieved by a loop in the flowchart. An essential observation on
the expansion of Program 2 into a non-deterministic –but sequential– pro-
gram is that they are not creating a full unfolding of the execution paths: the
expansion of Program 2 has four optional paths with the statement numbered
3 inserted appropriately into arcs in the left branch. The adverb “appropri-
ately” hides an important technical detail: the expansion must avoid inserting
statement 3 in a way that would result in it being executed more than once;
in the carefully chosen Program 2 this is not an issue because statement 3
will force termination of the loop but in general the expansion of loops will
result in extra branches.

8 The topic of “atomicity” is pursued in Chapter 10.
9 The claim in [AM70] that their language could “easily be extended to more complicated
programs” is di�cult to evaluate — it is certainly not the case that they could easily
overcome their key restriction that prohibits nested concurrency.
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Fig. 6.1: Program 2 from [AM70]

Before looking at more complicated language constructs, it is worth tracing
the main steps of the method proposed. BEGIN /END blocks come in two
flavours: either they can terminate when all threads terminate (as in the
“and” block of Fig. 6.1); or they can terminate when any thread terminates.
The non-deterministic programs utilise “or” BEGIN /END blocks where the
block terminates if any of the paths completes execution — but every path
must be considered for verification because it is non-deterministic which path
(i.e. statement interleaving) is executed in a particular run.

The overall approach is as follows:

1. expand out concurrency to an equivalent non-deterministic program;
2. the threads of the non-deterministic program can be verified as sequential

programs;
3. all such threads must be verified;
4. verification is conducted using the method described in [Man68b] (i.e. via

extraction of predicates);10

10 Manna’s approach is described in Section D.1.1 above but, as far as concurrency is
concerned, the reader can assume that the approach is equivalent to that in [Flo67].
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5. since the size of the non-deterministic program will be proportional to
the product of the atomic steps, ways should be sought to increase the
granularity of atomicity.

Fig. 6.2: Program 3 from [AM70]
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The larger example pictured in Fig. 6.2, illustrates some important exten-
sions to the point in the approach described above about fixing larger atomic
steps by increasing the granularity of the programs considered. The nested
block in Fig. 6.2 behaves as an atomic unit so that the statement numbered
3 in the right branch cannot be interleaved with any of the arcs within the
block labelled B2. Notice also that this program illustrates a process call
mechanism with the statement labelled 6 calling the block B2; such calls are
also assumed to be executed atomically.

Fig. 6.3: The non-deterministic expansion of Box B2 from Fig. 6.2

Without expecting the reader to check all of the expansion, it is worth
looking at Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 which show the non-deterministic versions of
blocks B1 and B2 (of Fig. 6.2) respectively. Although these show significant
expansion in size, it is worth repeating the point that the availability of or-
blocks and calls avoids the need to consider full execution traces that would
have been infinite.

It is however clear that the expansion to non-deterministic threads is an
issue and might be the reason that the right branch of the “and block” in
Fig. 6.2 has only one statement in it: notice that the x̄  f2(x̄ ) gives rise to
four optional branches in Fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4: The non-deterministic expansion of Box B1 from Fig. 6.2

6.1.3 Other material

With regard to the expansion factor, a significant portion of the Ashcroft-
Manna paper is concerned with reducing the need to consider interleavings
where no interference is possible because of the use of disjoint sets of variables.

Part 2 of [AM70] reviews various correctness properties that were ad-
dressed in [Man68b]; in addition, a way of establishing that a concurrent
program is deterministic is given. Finally, it is Part 3 that presents protec-
tion mechanisms that cut down the potential interleavings that need to be
considered. It is conceded on [AM71b, p 37] that for an n-ary block, where
each branch has m sections, the size of the non-deterministic block varies as
mn .

Both of the programs from the Ashcroft-Manna paper analysed above are
essentially schemas — they have no specifications and the various tests and
state changes are uninterpreted symbols. This is su�cient to explain the steps
of their method but gives the reader little feel for how the proposed method
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would work for a program that did something useful. Program 4 in [AM70]
tackles a small counting loop. Fortunately, Ashcroft’s sole-authored paper
considered in Section 6.2 handsomely remedies this by tackling a surprisingly
ambitious example (with a development of the method in the joint paper).

An observation that perhaps unfairly benefits from hindsight is that the
broad approach would have been easier to present with a more structured
programming language than the flowchart language of [AM70].11 In fact, the
choice of flowcharts forces the authors to spend time (and figures) ruling out
“illegal programs”.12

Although [AM70] fits the post-facto categorisation, Manna’s subsequent
publications with Richard Waldinger [MW71; MW77] are clearly in the syn-
thesis area.

6.2 Assertions on control states

The paper that is central to the insight of this section is [Ash75]. The fact
that it clearly builds on the research in the preceding section (Section 6.1)
should come as no surprise since Ed Ashcroft’s solo paper was submitted
for review in January 1973 which is not that long after his collaborative
paper with Manna ([AM70]). There are however interesting developments
and, importantly, [Ash75] contains a realistic programming example.

As was the case with [AM70], Ashcroft’s solo paper is firmly in the mould
of Floyd’s annotated flowchart approach: there is not even a direct citation
to Hoare’s papers; the only indirect reference is via [Lev72].

6.2.1 Ashcroft’s proposal

Ashcroft comments on the exponential number of proof obligations required
by the approach in [AM70] and sets out to tackle this issue. His self-imposed
challenge was to reduce this di�culty; he writes:

. . . , the size of the nondeterministic program [as in Section 6.1 above] is some ex-
ponential function of the size of the original parallel program. Besides being cum-
bersome, this means that the proofs tend to be very long. In fact, they are often

11 Jones learned from [DW19] that [AM79] was actually produced much earlier as [AM71a].
This could have provided a way to convert the flowcharts to more structured programs.
12 It is, however, true that their flowcharts a↵ord presentation of loops that terminate with
a break-like construct and such statements are not available in all languages.
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longer than they need to be by an exponential factor. This is because the various
quasisimultaneous computations are usually designed by the programmer to work
despite their interactions, and rarely because of the interactions.

Programs in Ashcroft’s solo paper are again presented as flowcharts but in
this paper the concurrency is generated by explicit fork and join constructs.
The first illustrative program [Ash75, Fig. 1] is again essentially a schema
with no specification. As well as exhibiting all of the statement types in the
chosen language, this paves the way for a description of the semantics of the
language.

Here again, assignment statements are assumed to execute atomically: “no
two operations can occur actually simultaneously”. As with the approach
in Section 6.1, there could again be an argument for using a programming
language with more structured statements but Ashcroft o↵ers the explicit
justification for the low-level constructs that they could be a target into
which a range of higher-level language constructs (including critical sections)
could be mapped.

Of course, non-determinism is inherent in merging the (atomic) steps of
concurrent threads. What Ashcroft’s solo paper contributes is an alterna-
tive way of codifying the non-determinism. Rather than making the step to
construct explicitly all of the non-deterministic threads, he employs con-
trol states that identify all of the points in the execution of the concurrent
threads. Each control state is a set of statement numbers (or labels) and can
usefully be thought of as having fingers on all of the points in the program
that can be executed at the next step of computation. Notice that these
control states are associated with the text of the concurrent program; no
expansion is required.13

Breakout 17 provides a small illustration of how control states can be
viewed as “keeping fingers on the next statements to be executed”.14 The
example is Program 2 from [AM70] and their flowchart is given above as
Figure 6.1; in the upper part of Breakout 17 the same program is given as a
text; this is followed by the control states paired with the state assertions.

13 Ashcroft makes the neat point that, for a sequential (non-concurrent) program, each
control state contains only one statement and his proposal is equivalent to Floyd’s [Flo67]
which becomes a special case.
14 There is an interesting historical comparison here. The idea of control states is remark-
ably similar to the control component of the Vienna operational semantic descriptions
(VDL). Control state components are discussed at length in [JA18, §4.1]; primary sources
include [Wal+67; Luc+68; LW69]. Although Control contributed to the “grand state” is-
sues in VDL operational semantics, it was an approach to modelling non-determinacy in
the language being specified and it can be argued that it was not superseded until Plotkin
developed “Structural Operational Semantics” (SOS) in [Plo81]. Ashcroft’s (London Uni-
versity) PhD was supervised by John Florentin with whom Jones had close contact when
the latter was working at the IBM Hursley Lab. Jones can confirm that Florentin knew
the VDL model well. Ashcroft also cites [Luc+68] in his thesis although the reference
at [Ash70, P. 4] is generic rather than specific to control trees.
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PARALLEL PROGRAMS 113 

EXAMPLE. An example program is represented diagrammatically, in Fig. 1, with 
the labels of statements on the edges leading to those statements. 

Notation for  Constraints 

It  is convenient to regard stopsp as a relation on C e • L p ,  and say, for example, 
c s topsv l. We extend stopse to Cp X Cp : for c] ,  c 2 ~ Cp,  cx stopse c 2 if and only if 
q s tops? 1 for all l E c~. 

We also define a relation stopp which extends the first argument of s topse to sets 
of control states: for C C_ C e ,  c ~ Cp,  C stope c if and only if c' s topse c for all c' E C. 

( coRK) 
l I 

N_ (  oRK -) t I 

LI4 STOPS LI5 

FlO. 1. Example of a parallel program. 

We will always omit set braces around singleton sets when no confusion results, 
e.g., Li stopsv Lj means {L/} stopsv L~., and (/,1, Lz ..... Ln) stope L~ means 
{{L]}, {L~},..., {L~}} stopv L j ,  i.e., {Li} stopsv Lj for 1 ~ i ~< n. 

We also define a converse of stopse which we call allowsp : for c ~ Ce ,  l ~ L p ,  
c allowsp l if, for all c' _C c, c' s t o p s e  l is false. Extending allowsp to Cp • Cp : 
c~ allowsv c2 if, for all l ~ c 2 , cl al lowse 1. 

Fig. 6.5: Fig. 1 from [Ash75, p. 113]

A linear presentation (using Ashcroft’s fork/join) of the program in Figure 6.1:

B : fork go to 1, 3
1: x1 := x1 + 1;goto 2;
2: if x2 = 0 then goto 1 else goto E ;
3: x2 := 0; 4: goto E

E : join

Control states + assertions about memory states:

{B}: x1 = 0 ^ x2 6= 0
{1, 3}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 6= 0
{2, 3}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 6= 0
{1, 4}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 = 0
{2, 4}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 = 0
{E , 4}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 = 0
{E}: x1 � 0 ^ x2 = 0

Breakout 17: Control States for Program 2 from [AM70] (pictured in Fig-
ure 6.1)
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Having defined the notion of control states, Ashcroft’s proposal is then
to associate an assertion on the “memory state” (these are the same form
of predicate calculus assertions used in other methods) with control points.
Of course, there could be a large number of these. On this point it is worth
quoting at length [Ash75, pp119–120]:

The second observation is that in practice valid assignments tend to be surprisingly
uniform. If a program has n statements then there are 2n control states (though some
may be impossible to achieve). It might appear that an assignment would then be
essentially the union of 2n di↵erent “assertions”, one per control state. (These are
the assertions we would need if we translated the program to a nondeterministic
program as in [AM71b].) However, in practice no one could write parallel programs
if he had to think of every possible control state individually. The program must be
designed in such a way that it is possible to reason along the lines “if we are at this
statement then such and such is true, no matter where else we are in the program”.
An assignment then becomes more like the union of n assertions.

This bold claim is borne out both by Ashcroft’s examples and is emphasised
by the one reviewed in Section 6.4.

Insight 20 Control states can be used to record all of the possible next steps
in execution of a concurrent program. “Memory state” assertions associated
with all such control points can be shown to be consistent with the text of
the program.

This insight o↵ers the practical benefit of not needing to generate the po-
tentially huge non-deterministic version of a concurrent program. Intuitively,
it is closer to how programmers tend to picture the way that concurrent
threads progress.

Ashcroft’s suggested approach is as follows:

1. label all statements (possibly with numbers)
2. identify “control states” that are the sets of statement labels that identify

the non-deterministic progress of a computation
3. employ both language and reasoning approaches to cut down the size and

number of control states
4. associate memory state assertions with each remaining control state
5. check the consistency of the state assertions by reasoning about moves

between control states

Ashcroft o↵ers ways of reducing interference which in turn minimises the
proof e↵ort.
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6.2.2 Examples

Two examples are tackled in [Ash75]; the first is an illustrative schema with
uninterpreted symbols for tests and operations (and, thus, no specification).
The second is, however, surprisingly ambitious: an “elementary airline reser-
vation” is presented with waiting list, flight cancelations etc. The reasoning
covers [Ash75, pp 125–134] and concludes with the concession that “both
of these proofs were long”. Rather than reproduce this material here, it pro-
vides a more useful comparison if an example from later work is tackled using
Ashcroft’s approach. As indicated in Section 6.4, Owicki’s Findpos example
(see Fig. 6.6) is challenging enough to render the original Ashcroft-Manna im-
practical but small enough to use to compare Ashcroft’s approach to that of
Owicki. An Ashcroft-style proof about Findpos is presented in Section 6.4.1.

The “Observations” section on [Ash75, pp 134–135] is very balanced and
fair. (It would be interesting to know whether any of the points in that sec-
tion were prompted by referees — recall that there was a significant period
from submission to publication.) For example, it states what has not been
proved about the airline reservation example. In particular these are “live-
ness” properties. Ashcroft coins the term “livelock”. Ashcroft’s “finite delay”
property would appear to be what is later known as “fairness” — see [Fra86]
and [GH19]. The case for not pursuing this is that Ashcroft was only con-
cerned with so-called “partial correctness”.

What is not made explicit is that there is no overall notion of a specifi-
cation for the airline reservation system; what are proved are various useful
properties such as ones about the number of passengers booked. This is in
keeping with a bottom-up approach to the deployment of formality.

Although somewhat beyond the scope of the current book, it is worth
recording that Ashcroft went on to work with Bill Wadge on the design and
implementation of the “Lucid” language [AW76] (see also [Ash+95]) and
supervised, among others, Matthew Hennessy’s PhD.

6.3 Owicki

The research outlined in this section was the subject of Susan Owicki’s PhD
thesis [Owi75] and is also described in a joint paper [OG76a]15 with her

15 This paper indicates that it was intended to be “Part I” but there is no trace of sub-
sequent parts and a recent private contact with Owicki confirmed that none was written
(reference [19] in [OG76a] explicitly says that Part II will cover “the same material using
a higher level synchronization statement”).
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thesis supervisor David Gries. Commonly referred to as the “Owicki-Gries”
method, it has been more influential than the research reported in Sections 6.1
and 6.2.16 After the central idea is explained –with the help of an influential
example– some reasons for the stronger scientific impact are considered in
Section 6.3.3.

Attention is drawn above to the lack of apparent impact of Hoare’s “Ax-
iomatic approach” papers [Hoa69; Hoa71b] on the research reported in Sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2. The same observation cannot be made of [Owi75]: imme-
diately in the abstract of [OG76a], the authors state:

Hoare’s deductive system for proving partial correctness of sequential programs is
extended to include the parallelism described by the language.

They go on to echo the three-fold distinction from [Hoa75] between separa-
tion, cooperation and competition. There is, however, also a clear link to the
Ashcroft-Manna line of research: Owicki cites both [AM71b] and the 1973
technical report (CS-73-01, University of Waterloo) version of [Ash75] in her
thesis and both citations reappear in [OG76a]. The links are however stronger
than just citing earlier work.17 This might not be immediately obvious be-
cause the presentation of the Owicki-Gries approach is much more like that
of Hoare’s axiomatic approach [Hoa69]. As pointed out below, Owicki’s ap-
proach fits the bottom-up analysis of programs rather than the top-down
development of [Hoa71b].

6.3.1 The Findpos example

Probably the best way to grasp the key insight contributed by Owicki is
to consider an example. The informal description of the Findpos example
in [Owi75, §4] is:18

Given an array x of integers, [the program] finds the the first positive component
x(k), if there is one, using two parallel processes to check the odd and even sub-
scripted array elements.

A sequential program to achieve this could have a single loop. If the values of
interest in array x are at index values 1 to M , absence of any positive x (k)
can be marked by a final value of the loop index being M + 1.

Owicki’s solution is introduced by first presenting the program reproduced
here as Fig. 6.6 (this di↵ers from Owicki’s version by changes to the identifiers

16 Citation counts are not necessarily a sound basis for comparison but [OG76a] is showing
(in November 2020) an order of magnitude more Google Scholar citations than [AM70].
17 The retrospective review of the earlier research in Section 6.4 attempts to clarify the
connections by analysing Owicki’s Findpos example from Breakout 18.
18 Owicki refers to a related problem discussed in [Ros74].
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and by adding minor concrete syntax closing brackets such as fi to delimit
the conditional).19

Findpos: begin

Initialize: ec := 2; oc := 1; et := ot :=M + 1;
search: cobegin

Evensearch:while ec < min(et , ot) do

Eventest : if x(ec) > 0 then Evenyes: et := ec
else Evenno: ec := ec + 2 fi

od

||
Oddsearch:while oc < min(ot , et) do

Oddtest : if x(oc) > 0 then Oddyes: ot := oc
else Oddno: oc := oc + 2 fi

od

coend

t :=min(et , ot)
end

Fig. 6.6: Findpos program from [Owi75]

There is a subtlety about the e�ciency of concurrency in Findpos : were
the loops in each thread to run through all of their allocated index values as
in:

Evensearch:while ec < et do
Eventest : if x (ec) > 0 then Evenyes: et := ec

else Evenno: ec := ec + 2 fi
od

no saving would be achieved. In fact, the Evensearch thread could end up
doing wasted work if, say, a low odd index points to a positive value in x .
This could actually result in more array elements being checked than a simple
sequential program that just checked all index values from 1 to M . The actual
test in Fig. 6.6 of ec < min(et , ot) obviates this risk by ensuring that each
thread can determine if another thread has found a satisfactory index.20 This
optimisation is precisely what introduces interference between the threads.

The first step in the Owicki approach is to annotate the separate threads
with a full set of Hoare-like assertions — essentially ignoring (or postponing
consideration of) any interference and treating them as sequential (isolated)

19 There is nothing special about choosing to use two threads; more could be used provid-
ing the array indexes are partitioned but splitting into odd and even indexes is notationally
convenient and serves to exemplify the method. It could also be argued that a more substan-
tial predicate than testing for positive numbers might make a better case for concurrency;
again such a generalisation would be straightforward.
20 In each concurrent thread, the action on locating a satisfying value causes one extra
evaluation of the loop test; this can be avoided.
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programs. Following [Owi75, Figure 3.4], the assertions are shown here in
Breakout 18 (coloured green).21 The consistency of these assertions with re-
spect to the program could be justified using the Hoare rules of Breakout 3.
The proof of the Evensearch loop would use ES as a loop invariant.22

For what has to be done at the next stage, it is essential that there is an
assertion at every point in the program. Looking at Breakout 18, this appears
to be a substantial task but, as in [Flo67], most of the assertions can be
generated mechanically. Thus far, interference is ignored: the reasoning about
threads is done as though they were sequential programs with no changes to
the values of their variables other than in the code of the thread.

The essence of shared-variable concurrency is that threads interfere by
changing shared variables. Clearly, changing the value of variables can inval-
idate proofs (such as that in Breakout 18) conducted on the assumption that
there is no interference. As described in Section 3.2, Hoare [Hoa76] strove for
an ideal rule in which constructs like Owicki’s cobegin · · · coend would sat-
isfy the conjunction of the post conditions of the separate threads (providing
the cobegin was executed in an environment where the conjunction of the
pre conditions was satisfied). Owicki’s proof rule comes temptingly close to
Hoare’s ideal (for n threads):

par
{P1} S1 {Q1}, · · · , {Pn} Sn {Qn} are interference free

{P1 ^ · · · ^ Pn} cobegin S1 || · · · || Sn coend {Q1 ^ · · · ^Qn}

The crucial side condition is that the proofs of the threads must be “in-
terference free”. Owicki’s proposal is that the impact of the interference of
executing the statements in one thread Ti can be judged by seeing whether
statements in other threads Tj can impact steps in the justification of Ti .
Potentially, the number of such checks is again proportional to the product
of the number of steps in each thread. Fortunately, it is rather easy to cut
down on the scale of this task as can be illustrated on the Findpos example.

Owicki focusses the “interference freedom” proof ([Owi75, definition 3.12,
p.39]) on any statements in one thread that a↵ect the values of variables
shared with the other thread. In Findpos , the actual interference is limited:
the only dangerous statement in Oddsearch is the assignment ot := oc which
can interfere with the loop test at Evensearch. In fact, the positive test of
the loop predicate is not a↵ected because:

ec < min(et , ot) ) ec < et

even if ot changes. The case that needs checking is where the loop test is false
(see the while rule in Breakout 3) since:

ec � min(et , ot)

21 The final post condition does not actually prohibit changes to x — see the discussion
on relational post conditions in Section 2.4.3.
22 The reference to “proof outline” in [OG76a] is akin to King’s similarly named idea
in [Kin69] but his work is not cited.
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Findpos: begin

Initialize: ec := 2; oc := 1; et := ot :=M + 1;
{ec = 2 ^ oc = 1 ^ et = ot = M + 1}

Search: cobegin
{ES}

Evensearch:while ec < min(et , ot) do

{ES ^ ec < et ^ ec < M + 1}
Eventest : if x(ec) > 0

then {ES ^ ec < et ^ i < M + 1 ^ x(ec) > 0} Evenyes: et := ec {ES}
else {ES ^ ec < et ^ x(ec)  0} Evenno: ec := ec + 2 {ES}
fi

{ES}
od

{ES ^ ec � min(et , ot)}
||

{OS}
Oddsearch:while oc < min(ot , et) do

{OS ^ oc < ot ^ oc < M + 1}
Oddtest : if x(oc) > 0

then {OS ^ oc < ot ^ oc < M + 1 ^ x(oc) > 0} Oddyes: ot := oc {OS}
else {OS ^ oc < ot ^ x(oc)  0} Oddno: oc := oc + 2 {OS}
fi

{OS}
od

{OS ^ oc � min(ot , et)}
coend

{OS ^ ES ^ ec � min(et , ot) ^ oc � min(ot , et)}
t :=min(et , ot)

{t  M + 1 ^ (t  M ) x(t) > 0) ^ 8i · 0 < n < t ) x(n)  0}
end

Where:

ES =

8
>><

>>:

even(ec)^
et  M + 1^
(et  M ) x(et) > 0)^
8n · even(n) ^ 0 < n < ec ) x(n)  0

9
>>=

>>;

OS =

8
>><

>>:

odd(oc)^
ot  M + 1^
(ot  M ) x(ot) > 0)^
8n · odd(n) ^ 0 < n < oc ) x(n)  0

9
>>=

>>;

Breakout 18: Partial correctness proof of Findpos from [Owi75]

can be invalidated by an increase to ot . Fortunately, the proof outline for
Oddpos has a pre condition of oc < ot on the assignment (at Oddyes) so
ot := oc cannot increase the value of ot .23

23 This argument is made unnecessarily di�cult to understand because of minor slips in
the publications. It is therefore worth recording some technical details for future readers
of the primary material. In [Owi75], the essential conjunct i < eventop is omitted in pre
condition of Evenyes; similarly j < oddtop in the pre condition for Oddyes; the choice of
the bound identifier (i) in the overall post condition was unhelpful since the program has
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The “Owicki-Gries” approach is summarised as follows:

1. construct separate Hoare-style proofs of each thread as though there were
no interference

2. these proofs must provide an assertion between every pair of statements
3. As in the upper rule in Figure 6.7, check for “interference freedom”

([Owi75, defn 3.12, p.39]) of the proofs of the sibling threads24

cobegin
{P1} S1 {Q1}, · · · , {Pn} Sn {Qn} are interference free

{P1 ^ · · · ^ Pn} cobegin S1 || · · · || Sn coend {Q1 ^ · · · ^Qn}

Although it is discussed later in the current section, Owicki’s rule for await statements is
added here:

await
{P ^ b} S {Q}

{P} await b then S {Q}

Fig. 6.7: Two proof rules from the Owicki-Gries approach

Section 6.1 explains that Ashcroft and Manna showed that it is possi-
ble to reason about a collection of concurrent threads by proving results
about a (much) expanded non-deterministic program. Ashcroft’s solo paper
which is discussed in Section 6.2 continued to reason explicitly about the
non-deterministic order of execution of atomic statements in the threads
but [Ash75] avoids the explicit expansion and links assertions to control
states. Owicki’s key insight is as follows.

Insight 21 The Owicki-Gries method contributes the insight that shared-
variable interference can be judged by its impact on the proof steps of sibling
threads and the method defines a specific interference freedom proof obliga-
tion as a check.

Just as with the benefit of Ashcroft’s intuition, there are two facets of
Owicki’s proposal. Practically, it moves closer to a compositional development
idea. Furthermore, even when the decidedly non-compositional “interference
freedom” test is considered, a precise test is o↵ered.

a variable of this name ( [OG76a] uses l). In [OG76a], the loop invariant of Oddsearch has
a copy-and-paste error: the i should be j .
24 The notion of “interference” on a proof might be an anathema to logicicians and it
might have been wiser to use some terminology such as “checking assumptions”.
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6.3.2 Owicki’s thesis

Having described the clear thread of insights through three approaches, it
is time to explore some of the other contributions in Owicki’s thesis which
has much more to say about concurrency than is covered above. Some of
her remaining material is now summarised with pointers to the appropriate
sections of [Owi75].25

• The thesis both proposes a method for verifying concurrent programs and
establishes its soundness:26 [Owi75, §6] tackles both consistency and com-
pleteness. Both [Lau71] and [HL74] are cited as prior work on consistency27

and Cook’s approach clearly influenced the (relative) completeness argu-
ment.

• In addition to Findpos analysed in detail above, [Owi75, p. 41] introduces a
tricky example that establishes the combined e↵ect of x := x+1 || x := x+
2. The example is interesting because Owicki’s approach needs auxiliary
variables if the innocent-looking change is made to tackle x := x + 1 ||
x := x + 1. Her third example of a producer/consumer problem is more
interesting.

• As mentioned above, the discussion of auxiliary variables is interesting.
This topic is picked up in Section 6.5 below.

• Although the basic approach is about “partial correctness”, a link to [MP74]
is indicated as a path to total correctness. The discussion of “mutual ex-
clusion” uses the “dining philosophers” example.

• In addition to the interference freedom approach, an await statement28 is
o↵ered which both synchronises and inhibits interference — its proof rule
is shown in Figure 6.7. This is all in the language referred to in [Owi75,
§3.1] as GPL; RPL uses a more basic with when construct that is based
on the language in [Hoa72c] in which no shared variables are used outside
the construct — but her rules are stronger than Hoare’s.29

There is an obvious reason why the Owicki-Gries method cannot be viewed
as “compositional”: the pre and post conditions of the concurrent threads do
not completely characterise what constitutes an acceptable implementation

25 A warning to subsequent researchers, in November 2020, the on-line PDF at Cornell
has the pages of [Owi75] shu✏ed; Jones has alerted people at Cornell to this fact.
26 p71 points out interference freedom proof is in general an exponential problem; but
Findpos shows that this is often not the case.
27 In another interesting link to [Ash75], Owicki’s semantics [Owi75, Defn 2.5 (p.17)] uses
a “Program state” which combines Variable and Control elements.
28 In the await statement both evaluation of b and execution of S are atomic.
29 It is here she uses the “einmischungsfrei” (“interference free”) property which is statically
checkable in linear time. (Gries obtained his PhD from what is now known as “Technische
Universität München” under supervision of Bauer which is the explanation of a German
adjective for the key proof obligation in the approach.)
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because code which satisfies the pre/post specification might have to be re-
jected if the (proven) threads fail the interference freedom test. For example,
consider what happens to the interference freedom test if

ot := 1;
ot := M + 1;

is inserted before the loop in Oddsearch in Breakout 18. The assertions would
only need minor and obvious changes so as to be consistent with the erro-
neous thread. But the interference freedom test would fail because the second
inserted statement increases the value of ot without a protecting assertion.

As pointed out in [Roe+01], this approach is non-compositional because
the correctness of each thread can only be established with respect to the
finished code of all threads. It would clearly be possible that all threads were
developed according to their specifications but that the final interference free
proof obligation fails and the development has to be completely restarted.

A more subtle objection to the Owicki-Gries approach is the assumption
that single statements (and tests) can be executed atomically (recall that
this is also the case with the two approaches in Sections 6.1 and 6.2). The
problem is that, as explained in Section 3.4, this assumption does not hold
for any reasonable compiler. There is an appeal in [OG76a, §3.1] to the case
of one shared variable per assignment (or test expression) and, interestingly a
link is made to John Reynolds’ name. Whether this is the wrong attribution
of this as “Reynolds’ rule” is not clear. In the context of the Owicki-Gries
method, introducing extra variables and splitting assignments not only fails
to reduce the non-determinism but also increases the cross product of control
states.

It should also be noted that Owicki’s approach cannot handle nested par-
allel statements.

6.3.3 Context and influence

It is interesting to explore the context of the research reported in this section.
Obviously the cited references provide one source of background. Owicki’s
thesis goes some way to bridge the surprising gap that is hinted at in Sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2 between developments from [Flo67] and [Hoa69] in that she
not only cites both sources but also uses results contained in the latter.

There is clear evidence that IFIP WG 2.3 provided stimuli to the research.
The [OG76a] paper contains a specific acknowledgement to this collection of
important players in the world of Programming Methodology. Gries first ob-
served30 at the meeting in December 1974 and was elected a member in
September 1975; Owicki was an observer at the July 1976 meeting. These

30 IFIP working groups have a process of inviting observers (sometimes several times)
before considering people for membership.
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contacts might have increased the incentive to relate the Owicki-Gries ap-
proach to [Hoa69] but it is easy to see the Owicki-Gries approach as also
linked to the flowcharts of [Flo67]. Owicki’s thesis [Owi75] provides sound-
ness proofs for the proof obligations and cites Peter Lauer’s research with
Hoare [HL74].

Looking in the other direction at the scientific impact of the Owicki-Gries
approach, it is again plausible that WG 2.3 helped to amplify and disseminate
the message. For example, Dijkstra’s EWD554 provides a personal summary
of the approach.31 The use of the Hoare framework, Gries’ visibility and the
fact that it was simply a good –and well presented– idea are certainly the
main factors.

In [Gri77], Gries tackles an on-the-fly garbage collector using the approach
described in this section. As well as the customary nod to referees, he specif-
ically mentions IFIP WG2.3 as a forum whose discussions had influenced the
publication. Gries’ acknowledgement to Owicki is especially strong listing the
“privilege of supervising her thesis work”.

6.4 Earlier approaches revisited

This section retraces the history and even does so backwards. The reason
for this unconventional step is that considering how the earlier approaches
would fare with a key example from Owicki’s thesis makes clearer both the
di↵erences and similarities in the approaches.

6.4.1 Tackling Findpos with Ashcroft’s approach

The example chosen for the comparison is Findpos from [Owi75, §4]; the text
of the program in Owicki’s structured language is given in Fig. 6.6. Thinking
first of Ashcroft’s solo paper [Ash75],32 it is necessary to resolve how he might
have presented the program. Despite the use of flowcharts in his paper, there
is no harm in portraying such a graph with explicit goto statements to mirror
what would be arcs in the flowchart. This is just a concrete syntax issue and
text at the top of Breakout 19 can be seen as a textual linearisation of a
flowchart (and it can be shown to be equivalent to Fig. 6.6 precisely by
expanding both to flowcharts).33

31 Dijkstra confesses in the text to (aftermath of) flu and having lent Owicki’s thesis!
32 Remember that the date of the University of Waterloo technical report draft (CS-73-01)
of the 1975 publication is 1973 and is cited in Owicki’s thesis.
33 Ashcroft points in [Ash75, p. 116] to the possibility of other languages: “The language
is not intended to be a practical programming language; it is really a model for parallel
programming, a language for describing parallel programs. For any program that can be
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The remainder of Breakout 19 follows the steps outlined in Section 6.2.
The main task is to consider control state assertions:

1. The first step of the justification from label Findpos to label Search re-
quires only simple sequential reasoning. (Recall Ashcroft’s observation
(Footnote 13 on Page 76) that such sequential reasoning is a special case
of concurrency with one thread and singleton control states.)

2. The assertion associated with Search serves for both threads Evensearch
and Oddsearch. It is here that the potential for significant expansion oc-
curs. It would be necessary –in principle– to devise assertions for every
pair of control points since the progress of the Evensearch/Oddsearch
threads are unsynchronised. For the two concurrent threads, the extreme
case would be to record assertions c = all Even · · · ,Odd · · · label pairs,
Fortunately, the step from control states containing one Even · · · label to
the next is straightforward because no step Odd · · · step invalidates the
conclusion. (The argument for the Oddsearch thread is completely sym-
metrical.)

The comparison to Owicki’s argument in Breakout 18 is interesting. The
similarities have obviously been emphasised by cribbing Owicki’s definitions
of ES/OS ; the di↵erence resulting from Owicki’s use of more structured
language constructs is minor; both approaches pinpoint the same crucial step
in the argument (i.e. the interference that can arise from one thread after the
loop test in the other thread evaluates to false).

Ashcroft’s approach only starts considering assertions once the control
states are addressed. Owicki’s approach appears to start in a more compo-
sitional style with the development of Hoare-style proof outlines for each
thread. But both in fact need the text of all threads in order to conduct the
verification. Neither approach can, therefore, be regarded as truly composi-
tional.

6.4.2 Attempting Findpos with the Ashcroft/Manna
approach

Moving attention back to the earlier [AM71b] paper discussed in Section 6.1,
the attempt to redo the Findpos example is thwarted. But this in itself is in-
formative. Consider the Ashcroft/Manna expansion: looking back at Fig. 6.2,
the thread on the right has only a single statement. This means that the ex-
pansion of the “and block” B1 in Fig. 6.4 is tolerable. An issue with their
expansion is that, although the authors exhibit a moderately complicated
example ([AM71b, Fig. 5]) of how to expand a concurrent program into an

described this way we will be able to apply the generalization of the assertion method, to
be given in the next section.”
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Program:

Findpos: ec := 2; oc := 1; et := ot :=M + 1;
Search: fork go to(Evensearch,Oddsearch);
Evensearch: if ec < min(et , ot) then go to Eventest else go to J ;

Eventest : if x(ec) > 0 then go to Evenyes else go to Evenno;
Evenyes: et := ec; go to Evensearch;
Evenno: ec := ec + 2; go to Evensearch;

Oddsearch: if oc < min(ot , et) then go to Oddtest else go to J ;
Oddtest : if x(oc) > 0 then go to Oddyes else go to Oddno;

Oddyes: ot := oc; go to Oddsearch;
Oddno: oc := oc + 2; go to Oddsearch;

J : join(Evensearch,Oddsearch);
t :=min(et , ot);
F :HALT

The step to label Search is sequential so the control state c is a unit set and the state
assertion is:

c = {Search}: ec = 2 ^ oc = 1 ^ et = ot = M + 1

Using the same definitions as in Breakout 18:

ES =

8
>><

>>:

even(i)^
et  M + 1^
(et  M ) x(et) > 0)^
8n · even(n) ^ 0 < n < ec ) x(n)  0

9
>>=

>>;

OS =

8
>><

>>:

odd(oc)^
ot  M + 1^
(ot  M ) x(ot) > 0)^
8n · odd(n) ^ 0 < n < oc ) x(n)  0

9
>>=

>>;

It is su�cient to consider groups of control states as follows (with their attached state
assertions):

Evensearch 2 c:ES
Eventest 2 c:ES ^ ec < et ^ ec < M + 1
Evenyes 2 c:ES ^ ec < et ^ ec < M + 1 ^ x(ec) > 0
Evenno 2 c:ES ^ ec < et ^ x(ec)  0

Each of these steps follows by standard Floyd-like reasoning because there is no damaging
interference. (Again the reasoning for the other thread is completely symmetric.)

The only di�cult step is proving that both steps from Evensearch and Oddsearch to J are
correct.

c = {J}:ES ^OS ^ ec � min(et , ot) ^ oc � min(ot , et)

since c = {Evensearch,Oddyes} indicates that ot can be changed after the test. To con-
clude that the negation of that test is still true at J , it is necessary to note that:

ec � min(et , ot) ^ ot 0 = oc ^ oc < ot ) ec � min(ot 0, et)

The final step from J to F is again sequential reasoning (singleton control states):

c = {F}: t  M + 1 ^ (t  M ) x(t) > 0) ^ 8i · 0 < i < t ) x(i)  0

Breakout 19: Ashcroft-style verification of Findpos (see Fig. 6.6)
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equivalent non-deterministic program, they do not provide a general mapping
algorithm. In particular, they do not describe how to map concurrent threads
that each contain loops — which is exactly the structure of Findpos .

It is, of course, possible to try to remedy this lacuna. Looking in detail
at the version of the Findpos program in Breakout 19, there are four con-
trol points in each thread and a straightforward mapping would yield 16
non-deterministic threads.34 The decision to mechanically generate the non-
deterministic equivalent to a concurrent program –before even considering
its content– is certainly the most obvious drawbacks of the Ashcroft/Manna
approach. It would be possible to use the intuition from Owick’s develop-
ment to argue that some of these interleavings are equivalent but this just
highlights the Achilles’ heel of the Ashcroft-Manna approach which is that
its first step is to generate all of the non-deterministic merges.

An intriguing ahistorical idea could resolve this problem: Dijkstra’s so-
called “guarded commands” o↵er a way of describing the selection between
the large number of non-deterministic options and can be used for the threads
required by the Ashcroft/Manna approach.35 Of course, guarded commands
were invented several years after [AM71b] was written36 but their ability
to express succinctly the massive non-determinism in the Ashcroft/Manna
expansions is impressive.

34 When preparing a talk on related material for HaPoC-21, Jones baulked at trying to
construct such a large flowchart.
35 When Jones detected the possibility of using guarded commands, he commented on
this to Krzysztof Apt who was co-authoring and editing [AH22]. By a happy coincidence,
communicating this email to Krzysztof Apt uncovered the fact that, not only had they
explored such a use of guarded commands in [AO91, Chap 10] (see also [FS78] where idea
of using guarded commands to express non-deterministic programs is explored), but that
–in current writing with Ernst-Rüdiger Olderog [AH22, Chap 8]– they tackle exactly the
same program and have a fairly compact mapping to guarded commands. (They do not
go on to proofs.)
36 The dates of drafts of the guarded command paper are interesting: the published pa-
per [Dij75c] was printed in August 1975 but had been submitted in July 1974; The CACM
paper shows a revision date of January 1975 which is the same month as Dijkstra’s pri-
vately circulated EWD472. It would appear that, in this case, the “EWD” note did not
represent Dijkstra’s first thoughts on the topic.
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Introduce ei/oi as index variables; could use numbers but then harder to compare w BB ??

Findpos: ec := 2; oc := 1; et := ot :=M + 1;
ei := Evensearch; oi :=Oddsearch;
do

ei = Evensearch ^ ec < min(et , ot) ! ei := Eventest
ei = Eventest ^ x(ec) > 0 ! et := ec; ei := Evensearch
ei = Eventest ^ ¬ (x(ec) > 0) ! et := et + 2; ei := Evensearch
oi = Oddsearch ^ oc < min(et , ot) ! oi :=Oddtest
oi = Oddtest ^ x(oc) > 0 ! ot := oc; oi :=Oddsearch
oi = Oddtest ^ ¬ (x(oc) > 0) ! ot := ot + 2; oi :=Oddsearch

od

t :=min(et , ot);
F :HALT

Breakout 20: Ashcroft-Manna non-determinism using guarded commands

6.5 Auxiliary variables

An issue that clouds a number of specifications and designs of concurrent
programs is the use of auxiliary (or ghost) variables. The idea is that variables
can be included in a thread that do not influence its behaviour but make it
easier to reason about a thread because the auxiliary variables record some
information about the environment. The rule is that auxiliary variables must
not occur in tests nor on the right-hand sides of assignments to the actual
variables of a thread. Providing these restrictions are adhered to, erasing all
mention of the auxiliary variables will not a↵ect the result of executing a
thread.37

A classic example from [Owi75] involves proving that executing two
threads that each increase the value of a variable x by 1 has the combined
e↵ect of satisfying a post condition that x is increased by 2. (This exam-
ple is re-used in [Roe+01, §10.4].) Tantalisingly, if the two threads make
di↵erent increments, Owicki’s approach works without the need for auxiliary
variables. However with identical increments in both threads, an Owicki-style
proof needs auxiliary variables to track whether the other thread has made
its assignment. (Further comments on this example are made towards the
end of this section.)

Insight 22 Auxiliary variables can be used to record in one thread informa-
tion about progress of execution in the context of that thread. Doing this can
facilitate proofs about a thread being executed in a context.

37 The idea of erasing a set of variables whose purpose in verification had been served was
present in Peter Lucas’ [Luc68] but he was not using his “twin machine” idea to reason
about explicit concurrency.
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There are however dangers with the use of auxiliary variables and they are
pinpointed by the use of the word “context” above. In the extreme, auxiliary
variables could be used so as to record everything about the environment
including the steps to be taken by other threads. This would clearly subvert
compositionality. In fact, there is a form of auxiliary reasoning that uses
assertions about explicit instruction pointers into other threads. This cannot
be classed as a specification of one thread separate from its environment. In
practice, most uses of auxiliary variables are less detailed and are used only
to pinpoint key changes is contextual code.38

In some cases, auxiliary variables can be avoided by identifying more ap-
propriate abstractions in a specification.39

Insight 23 Auxiliary (or “ghost”) variables should be kept to a minimum to
avoid specialising a proof to a specific context. The variables should be used
abstractly in the sense that they should keep to a minimum what they fix in
the context.

The fact that recourse to auxiliary variable is common suggests that not
everyone would count avoiding them as an insight. There are certainly cases
where separate threads are so intimately connected that their verification
has either to be conducted together or auxiliary variables are unavoidable.40

It is worth closing this section with some observations about Owicki’s proof
about:

x := x + 1 || x := x + 1

An immediate comment is that the assumption that assignment statements
are executed atomically is especially dangerous here: most compilers would
expand these assignments into separate machine instructions that could be
interspersed so that, rather than incrementing the value of x by 2, the com-
bined e↵ect of the threads might only increment the value by 1. (Further-
more, expanding each thread to have a local temporary variable manifestly
fails to resolve the problem.) Given the assumption on atomicity, either the
Ashcroft-Manna approach described in Section 6.1 or Ashcroft’s solo ap-
proach (Section 6.2) handle the verification that the combined concurrent
statement increases the value of x by 2 without di�culty.

The essence of the example appears to need a way of recording the “contri-
butions” of threads and noting when these contributions compose properly.

38 Jones wrote to Owicki on 1980-11-06 about his reservations on auxiliary variables. In
a recent (2021-01-14) discussion, Owicki expressed a clear preference for simple auxiliary
variables over reasoning about pointers into sibling processes.
39 Furthermore, the notation of possible values developed in [JP11] and exemplified
in [JH16] obviates some need for auxiliary variables. See Section 14.2.
40 De Roever discusses Leslie Lamport’s [Lam77] on [Roe+01, p.212] and the use of “lo-
cation predicates”.
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6.6 Summary

This chapter traces three related insights from the 1970s as to how shared-
variable concurrent programs can be verified against specifications. The joint
work by Manna and Ashcroft at Stanford utilises the important link between
concurrency and non-determinism: they show an explicit finite expansion
of a concurrent program into a collection of non-deterministicaly selected
threads; this creates a verification task that uses techniques already available
for verifying sequential programs. Although the expansion is finite, it can
yield a number of verification sub-tasks that is exponentially larger than the
the size of the original concurrent program. Automatic verification would
have to be extremely e↵ective to make this a practical approach.

After his move to Waterloo University, Ashcroft devised a way of tracking
the nondeterminacy with “control states”. Although it remains the case that a
potentially huge number of nondeterministic options exist, the fact that they
can be grouped by reasoning about the choices o↵ers a more viable approach
to verification of concurrent programs. Both of these lines of research are
heavily based on Floyd’s ideas.

Owicki’s research at Cornell is more closely tied to Hoare’s axiomatic ap-
proach. In a first step, standard Hoare-like proofs of the individual threads
are constructed that ignore interference; these proofs must have explicit as-
sertions between every statement. The final phase is to reconsider the proof
of each thread and to check that the statements in other threads do not
interfere with any of the proof steps.

All three of these approaches fit the characterisation of being post facto (or
bottom up): they are each described as starting with an extant program and
considering how it is to be verified. It might be an exaggeration to state that
the approaches o↵er no guidance as to how a programmer should create a
correct program because experience with any such approach would certainly
result in acquiring intuition about traps to avoid. But there is no attempt to
o↵er a way of recording and reasoning about interference. Somehow the step
that showed that Hoare-like rules could inform a “posit and prove” approach
for sequential programs is so far missing for concurrency.

Another issue for concurrency is the design of programming language fea-
tures that facilitate its taming and all three approaches address this. The
material in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 is somewhat hampered by the choice to work
with flowcharts but ways of blocking groups of statements to reduce inter-
ference and thus limit the proof task are explored. Owicki’s contribution –
doubtless benefiting from on-going developments in programming languages–
o↵er more structured features such as with when.

There is a concern about assumptions of atomicity in each of the three
approaches covered in this chapter. All three approaches assume that single
statements execute in an atomic step. With some restrictions such as only
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one shared-variable per statement, this is just acceptable. It is however a
hostage to attempts to use data abstraction in program development.41

Interestingly, Ashcroft moves towards something that is important in later
research which is the divorce of the assertions used in the justification of a
program from the text of that program. His control state indexing of state
assertions is a hint of reasoning in temporal logic discussed in Chapter F.42

41 See examples in Chapter 7.
42 But there is an important point lurking here: at n is harmless when n is a pointer to
a statement in the process being specified; but when n is in an environmental process, it
destroys compositionality.


